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Introduction

Introduction
Overview
In this section, we’ll inform you about Digital Dining, its Labor Scheduling program,
and the associated Labor Scheduling User's Guide. We’ll also describe a) how we’ve
organized the rest of the Labor Scheduling User's Guide and b) how you can contact
technical and sales support.

About Digital Dining Professional
Digital Dining Professional for Windows runs on the Microsoft Windows 98, NT,
2000 Professional, XP Professional, and 2003 Server operating systems. Digital
Dining Professional for Windows POS is comprised of four programs:
 Digital Dining Setup
 Digital Dining Back Office
 Digital Dining Point-of-Sale
 Digital Dining Frequent Diner/Delivery
The Digital Dining Labor Scheduling program is fully integrated with the Digital
Dining POS database. The Labor Scheduling program must be purchased separately.

The Digital Dining Documentation Set
Release 7.4.01 of Menusoft’s Digital Dining documentation set includes the
following publications.
Digital Dining Setup User’s Guide. Informs users how to set up and customize
Digital Dining.
Digital Dining Back Office User’s Guide. Informs the restaurant owner and
management staff on all back office or management features and functions.
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Digital Dining POS User’s Guide. Informs end users about Digital Dining’s Point of
Sale features and functions.
Digital Dining Frequent Diner/Delivery User’s Guide. Informs end users about the
Frequent Diner/Delivery program and its features and functions.

About the Digital Dining Labor Scheduling Program
The Digital Dining for Windows Labor Scheduling program is a supplementary
program that works with the Digital Dining Setup, Back Office, and POS programs.
You can use this program to create labor schedules for your staff members more
efficiently. You can use the Labor Scheduling program to record when each of your
staff members are available to work in a general week. You can also create labor
budgets, which allow you to record how much labor you require for each department
in a general week. You can also generate reports which can help you determine how
much labor you might require in forthcoming weeks.

About the Digital Dining Labor Scheduling User's
Guide
This document represents Release 7.4.01 of the Labor Scheduling User's Guide,
which is the companion document to Release 7.4.01 of the Digital Dining Labor
Scheduling program. Furthermore, we have developed the Labor Scheduling User's
Guide into distinct media: printed and online.
The documentation and online Help will describe how you can set up and maintain
the Labor Scheduling program. We have provided both conceptual help (a
description of how we designed the program or a description of how a certain
window or interface works) and practical help (step-by-step instructions for
completing most tasks). Within each task, cross-references (in the hard-copy manual)
and hypertext links (in the online Help) will let you quickly access the associated
reference information you might need to complete each task.
The printed manual contains a guide for novice users on how to proceed through a
full setup of the Labor Scheduling program. We’ve also included reference
documentation in the printed manual, where we’ve documented each menu, menu
command, command button, icon button, and window with which you will work.
When working within the Labor Scheduling program, you can access the online help
file by clicking Contents on the Help menu. Within the help system, you can look
for answers with a table of contents, an index, or a find capability. Furthermore,
we’ve linked many of the topics with hypertext links (“jumps”), which make finding
the right information quicker and easier.
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Document Organization
Each section in this manual builds on the concepts or procedures detailed in the
previous section(s). The description of the topics and procedures, therefore, become
more involved as you progress through the manual.
We divided the Labor Scheduling User's Guide into the following sections:
 Digital Dining Basics
This section describes the features that most of the Digital Dining programs
share.
 Labor Scheduling Basics
This section describes the main concepts of the Labor Scheduling program and
will help you understand how we intend for you to design, develop, and
implement the program.
 Setting Up the Labor Scheduling Program
This section is a tutorial that will teach you how to set up the Labor Scheduling
program from scratch. These hands-on exercises will help you learn the basic
operation of the Labor Scheduling program.
 Schedule Menu
This section references all of the commands and maintenance windows that you
will find on or from the Schedule menu.
 Reports Menu
This section references all of the commands and maintenance windows that you
will find on or from the Reports menu.
 Labor Menu
This section references all of the commands and maintenance windows that you
will find on or from the Labor menu.
 Setup Menu
This section references all of the commands and maintenance windows that you
will find on or from the Setup menu.

What’s New
For the most recent information about the latest additions to any of the Digital
Dining programs, click What’s New on the Help menu.

Digital Dining
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Technical Support
Your local dealer provides all technical support and sales support.
If you cannot access parts of the Digital Dining Labor Scheduling program, check
with your Digital Dining System Administrator (possibly a dealer or restaurant
employee). He or she can set or change the system access permissions to specific
Digital Dining programs. Please check with your System Administrator for any
questions regarding access permissions to the Labor Scheduling program.
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Digital Dining Basics
Overview
This chapter describes the windows, functions, and features that are common to all of
the Digital Dining programs. In it, you will find detailed
 Descriptions of the different maintenance windows
 Procedures for drilling through a maintenance window
 Descriptions of filters
 Descriptions of Find Windows

Maintenance Windows
Each maintenance window is designed to maintain records for specific areas for the
Digital Dining program(s). For example, the Inventory Item Maintenance window
maintains records about your inventory items. The Register Option Maintenance
window maintains records about the password levels for accessing register options.

Maintenance Window Commands
Every maintenance window contains a group of commands. The commands that you
can use depend on the type of maintenance window you are accessing, which can be
either a Set Up maintenance window or a User maintenance window. In the upper
right hand corner of each maintenance window, you can expect to see a pair of
buttons, which will be either Sort and List or Order and Filter. Most maintenance
windows will contain Find, Next, Prev, View, Add, Save, Reset, Delete, and
Exit, as shown below.
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This maintenance window is generic; therefore, it does not include some commands
(for example, Filter, Print, Preview, Order, or Find) that you will find on other
maintenance windows.

Find
Click Find (or press ALT+F) to locate a specific item. Digital Dining opens the Find
window, from which you can select an item (for more information, see “Find
Windows” on page 11).

Next
Click Next (or press ALT+N) to activate the next item in the sequence. Digital
Dining will save any changes you make to the current item when you exit (unless
you click Reset and then click Exit). If you are using a filter, Digital Dining will
display only the database items that pass that filter.

Prev
Click Previous (or press ALT+P) to activate the previous item in the sequence.
Digital Dining will save any changes you make to the current item when you exit
(unless you click Reset and then click Exit). If you are using a filter, Digital Dining
will display only the database items that pass that filter.

View
Click View (or press ALT+V) to display the details of database items. You can view
records by scrolling through the database (click Next or Prev) or searching for a
specific item (click Find).
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Add
Click Add (or press ALT+A) to change to the Add mode. In this mode, you can add
and save new items by clicking Save or Exit.

Save
Click Save (or press ALT+S) to save any changes made to the current database item
and keep the active window or dialog box open.

Reset
Click Reset (or press ALT+R) to cancel any change(s) you have made to the current
item in the database. You can cancel the change(s) even if you have selected and
edited information on a different tab within the current window. You cannot cancel
changes once you have clicked Save or Exit.

Delete
Click Delete (or press ALT+D). A message box will ask: “Are you sure you want to
delete this?” Click Yes to delete the item or click No to cancel the delete operation.

Exit
Click Exit (or press ALT+X) to save changes and close the active window or dialog
box.

Sort
Click Sort (or press ALT+S) to open the Reorganize List window. From the
Reorganize List window, you can drag an item to change the order that the items will
appear in List reports. In the Reorganize List window, if you click the Sort button,
the program will sort all items in alphabetical order.

List
Click List (or press ALT+L) to generate a report that lists the items in the database
that relate to the current window. For example, if you click List in the Inventory
Location Maintenance window, then Digital Dining will display a report that lists all
of the Inventory Locations.

Digital Dining
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Order
Click Order (or press ALT+O) to set the order that the cursor will move through the
current maintenance window. In the Edit Order window, you can
 Save the new tabbing order for the current data-entry task only (click OK),
 Save the changes to the tabbing order permanently (click Save) so that the new
tabbing order becomes the default tabbing order,
 Return to the maintenance window without saving any changes (click Reset),
or
 Reset the tabbing order to the default (click Reset).
Digital Dining changes the tabbing order for the current maintenance window only.
You might want to set the tabbing order of a maintenance window when, for
example, you are creating a new inventory based on previous invoices, and the
invoices follow a different order than the maintenance window. Setting the tabbing
order can save you time.

Filter
Click Filter (or press ALT+L) to exclude unwanted database items from the
displayed sequence (for more information, see “Filters” on page 10).

Maintenance Window Tabs
Every maintenance window also contains at least two tabs (a Main tab and a Memo
tab). Each tab, in turn, contains a group of objects, such as boxes, lists, options,
check boxes, and so on. These objects allow you to create and organize how you
want a particular part of Digital Dining to work or look.

On the Main tab in the illustration above, you might notice that the label “Popup
Button” appears twice, each time with a different control. However, if you click
either control, Digital Dining will perform the same operation: open a Find window.
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Types of Maintenance Windows
Digital Dining uses two types of maintenance windows: Set Up maintenance
windows and the User maintenance windows. A Set Up maintenance window is self
contained. That is, you do not need information from any other maintenance window
to complete this type of maintenance window. A User maintenance window, on the
other hand, is not self contained, and it requires that you use information from at
least one other (sometimes more) maintenance window, which can be either a Set Up
or User maintenance window.
Generally, a Set Up maintenance window only requires that you create an item
description and short description (as shown below).

A User maintenance window, however, requires that you access (and insert)
information you have created with either another User maintenance window or a Set
Up maintenance window. When you select information from a list in Digital Dining,
you are almost always selecting information you have created in a different
maintenance window. If you cannot find the information you want in the list, you
can often drill through the window to open a different maintenance window to create
the information that you want. You can then select the new item from the list in the
original maintenance window.

Drilling Through
The drilling through feature is available to most Digital Dining programs. When you
drill through a maintenance window, another maintenance window appears. You
then create new information on this maintenance window, close it, and then choose
the newly created information from the list you just drilled through.
For example, let’s say you’re working with the Inventory program, and you have the
Inventory Item Maintenance window active. You can drill through the “Inventory
Type” label if you need to create a new inventory type for this inventory item.
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However, you cannot drill through all labels on all maintenance windows. Typically,
although not a rule, you can drill through the labels that have lists associated with
them.

Filters
Filters let you work more efficiently by limiting the number or type of records that
Digital Dining displays with the current maintenance window or for the current
report. For example, if you need to modify a group of records that belong to one
type, then you can exclude all the records that do not belong to that type.
You might use a filter, for example, when you are adding new menu items to an
existing menu. You can filter the existing menu items so that Digital Dining displays
only the correct sales or prep types of the existing menu items. Then, when you click
Add (to add the new menu item), Digital Dining will automatically bring up the next
available PLU number for the menu items matching that filter.

How does a Filter Work?
All filters work in essentially the same way: they allow you to limit what you view
and/or edit. The process is simple. You set the filter criteria, Digital Dining checks
every item based on the criteria you set, and then Digital Dining displays only those
items that meet the criteria you have set.
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Find Windows
Depending on the maintenance window you are working with, you have access to
Find windows. Find item windows allow you to find a records quickly so that you
can view or edit the record, which can save a lot of time and effort when you have a
large system.
Each Find window will identify what you will be finding (the example below shows
that you will find an Inventory Location), a box for you to type the name of the item
you’re looking for, and a list of items you can select from.

If you can click Find on the maintenance window, if the maintenance window has a
, or if the maintenance window has a , you can access one of the many Find
windows in Digital Dining.

Using Find Windows
Once you access a Find window, you have several options or methods for searching
the list of records in the window. You can use any of the tools that allow you to
scroll (for example, highlight the next item, scroll up one page, or jump to top list).
You can also begin typing text in the description box. The description box
coordinates with the list of records and selects the records depending on what and
how much you type. For example, if you type “s”, the first record (based on the
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alphabet) that starts with “s” will be highlighted (let’s say it’s “salad”). If you type
“st”, salad is no longer highlighted; rather, the first record that starts with “st” is
highlighted (let’s say it’s “strip steak”). You can continue to type more letters until
you see the record you want or until the record is automatically selected.
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Labor Scheduling Basics
Overview
We believe the most practical method of creating work schedules for your staff is to
compare your labor needs with your labor resources. In other words, you should
determine what labor you need to run your restaurant most effectively and then
determine what labor you have available to meet those needs. By comparing your
labor needs with your labor resources, you can compose new work schedules more
efficiently. We have designed the Labor Scheduling program to simplify this process
by allowing you to define your labor needs and labor resources, save that
information, and then add it to newly created “blank” schedules.

Determining Your Labor Needs: Budgets
Before you can create work schedules, you should first determine your labor needs.
Your labor needs are, quite simply, whatever staff your restaurant requires to
function optimally at any particular time. How many staff members do you need on
each day of the week? In what area of the restaurant do you need them? Where and
when do you need your most skilled staff members? Where and when do you need to
schedule trainees? By answering these questions, you can determine your labor
needs.
Most restaurants have predictable patterns of business. Certain days (or certain times
of the day) are consistently busier than others. Therefore, a restaurant’s labor needs
do not vary widely from week to week. When they do change widely, it is often due
to some predictable trend, such as a busy holiday season. Thus, most managers can
foresee these trends and, based on past experience, estimate how many staff
members they’ll need working in particular parts of the restaurant on particular days
of the week during particular seasons of the year.
Since these trends are predictable, the Labor Scheduling program enables you to
create budgets. A budget is a week-long schedule of your predicted labor needs,
detailing what staff you will need at each post on each day of the week. You can
estimate what labor you will need, create a budget detailing your estimates, and use
it as a reference when creating new work schedules. Furthermore, you can define
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certain areas or locations within your restaurant (called labor posts) and then budget
one or more staff members to work in those areas (for more information, see “Labor
Posts” on page 15).
Budgets do not represent specific weeks of the year. A typical budget can apply to
many weeks in any given business year. Ideally, you could create a handful of
budgets which, together, can cover every week of the year. For instance, you might
have a restaurant that enjoys consistent year-round business. You might create a
“standard” budget, which details your labor needs for a typical work week. You
could then use this “standard” budget when creating work schedules for most work
weeks.
However, you might also enjoy heavier business during the spring season (perhaps
due to vacationing students on Spring Break). Therefore, your labor needs are higher
during the spring, and your “standard” budget might prove inadequate. So, you could
create a second budget that details your labor needs for a typical work week during
the spring season. You might only use this budget a few weeks in the year, but you
could reuse it each spring. While you might need to edit your budgets occasionally
(for instance, if you expand your business and add posts), your budgets could remain
consistent year after year.

Determining Your Labor Resources: Staff
Availabilities
After you determine your labor needs, you could then determine your labor
resources. Your labor resources are, quite simply, whatever staff you have available
to work in your restaurant at any particular time. How many staff members are
available to work on each day of the week? When are they available on each day?
How skilled are they, and in which areas can they work? By answering these
questions, you can determine your labor resources.
Labor resources can be less predictable than labor needs. While some staff members
might have whole days (or whole weeks) available, others might need to negotiate
their work schedules around other obligations. Also, most restaurants gain and lose
staff members regularly. Therefore, even though you might have enough staff
members in general to meet your labor needs, you might still have difficulty
fulfilling your labor needs all day, every day, all year long.
To help you draft new work schedules, the Labor Scheduling program enables you to
create staff availabilities, a general week-long schedule of each employee’s
availability, detailing when they can and cannot work. You can determine when an
employee can work, create a staff availability detailing the employee’s availability,
save that staff availability, and use it as a reference when creating work schedules.
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Like budgets, staff availabilities do not represent specific weeks of the year. Unlike
budgets, you can only create a single staff availability for each staff member.
Consequently, if a staff member’s availability changes for a single week (for
instance, if a staff member takes time off for a vacation), you must modify that staff
member’s availability record before creating a schedule for that atypical week and
then restore it to its former setting.

Combining Needs and Resources: Labor Schedules
Once you define your labor needs (by defining budgets) and your labor resources (by
defining staff availabilities), you can create labor schedules for specific weeks. The
Labor Scheduling program simplifies this task by combining your budget
information with your staff availability information, allowing you to view them
simultaneously while editing new work schedules. You can view a staff member’s
entire schedule for a particular week, or you can view all the shifts scheduled to a
particular location. By comparing the two, you can quickly verify that you’ve staffed
each location adequately and scheduled each staff member an appropriate number of
hours.

Labor Posts
For smaller operations, drafting labor schedules can be fairly painless. For instance,
you might have a restaurant with a single bar (and a single bar service register)
located in your main dining area. When scheduling bartenders, you only need to
concentrate on one location in your restaurant, since all of the staff members in that
staff department only work at that one location. If you need someone to open the bar
and someone else to close the bar each day, then you can schedule two bartenders for
each day, one for each opening shift and one for each closing shift.

Digital Dining
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However, if you have bartenders stationed at more than one location in your
restaurant, your scheduling duties can become more challenging. For instance, your
restaurant might have three different dining areas, each with its own bar: one primary
bar in a main dining area, a secondary bar in a patio area, and another secondary bar
in a mezzanine area. To open all three bars each day, you could schedule three
bartenders for opening shifts. To close each bar, you could schedule three different
bartenders for closing shifts. Suddenly, drafting a schedule for your Bartender staff
department has become more complicated.
We designed the Labor Scheduling program to reduce the hassle of creating and
managing labor schedules, no matter how large your restaurant or staff. To simplify
this process, you can create labor posts. Labor posts are subdivisions of staff
departments (that is, each staff department can contain multiple labor posts).
Whereas a staff department is a group of staff members sharing similar duties (such
as servers or bartenders), a labor post is a particular area or location where a staff
member is stationed. Using the Labor Scheduling program, you can define labor
posts for your restaurant and then budget or schedule staff members to work at each
labor post. By dividing your restaurant into separate labor posts, you can determine
exactly where in your restaurant you need to schedule staff members.
To continue the example described above, you might have a restaurant with three
dining areas, each with a bar, that might look something like this:
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Therefore, you could create three labor posts, one for your primary bar
(“Bar_Main”), one for your patio bar (“Bar_Patio”), and one for your mezzanine bar
(“Bar_Mezzanine”).

By creating a labor post for each bar location, you can now assign specific staff
members to work at specific bars at specific times of the day or week. Furthermore,
after completing a schedule, you can easily verify that you’ve scheduled enough staff
members for each of your three bars.

Digital Dining
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Working With Timetables
Most of the User maintenance windows in the Labor Scheduling program feature
controls common to all Digital Dining programs. However, some of them also
feature timetables, an additional set of controls that are unique to the Labor
Scheduling program. In essence, a timetable is a grid displaying divisions of time.
However, timetables do not simply display information; they also provide you with a
means of creating, organizing, and recording information regarding budgets, staff
availabilities, and schedules.
In the Labor Scheduling program, you will find three maintenance windows that
feature timetables: the Staff Availability Maintenance window, the Budget
Maintenance window, and the Schedule Maintenance window. While these three
windows each differ slightly, they all include three related components: an option
list, a timetable, and a Time Range area. The option list and Time Range area
allow you to add time range bars to a timetable. A time range bar is a horizontal line
that represents a finite period of time on a timetable. Once you add a time range bar
to a timetable, you can modify it as needed.
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Option lists
Every maintenance window featuring a timetable also features an option list, a list of
items that you can add to a timetable. In most of the maintenance windows, the items
in an option list represent shifts. A shift is a finite period of time during which a staff
member works, and each time range bar you add to a timetable represents one shift.
The items in an option list are labeled differently from one maintenance window to
another. For instance, each item in the option list of the Budget Maintenance window
displays a name of a staff rating level whereas each item in the option list on the
Posts tab of the Schedule Maintenance window displays a name of a staff member.
However they are labeled, these items behave identically when you add them to a
timetable. When you add an item from an option list to a timetable, the added item
appears as a time range bar representing a finite period of time on the timetable.
Once you add a time range bar to a timetable, you can modify its time range.
Each item in an option list displays a particular color, and the items in one option list
might display as different shades of a single color. These colors can represent
different things, depending on which window you view and what items are in the
options list. However, whatever its color and shade represents, when you add an item
from an option list to a timetable, the item’s time range bar displays the same color
and shade as the item it represents.
You can add time range bars to a timetable in several ways. You can drag an item
from the option list to the timetable. A time range bar will appear on the timetable
wherever you “drop” the item.

Digital Dining
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You can also select an item in the option list, click a point on the timetable where
you want to add a time range bar, and then drag the pointer to a point where you
want the time range bar to end. For instance, if you want to add a time range bar
spanning 11 A.M. to 5 P.M. on Tuesday, click the timetable on the point representing
11 A.M. on Tuesday and drag the pointer to the point representing 5 P.M.

You can also drag an item from the option list to any of the row headers. The row
headers appear as abbreviated names of weekdays (“Mon,” “Tue,” and so on). If you
hold an item over a row header (without dropping it), the text of the row header will
display as white. When you drop the item, a time range bar will appear on the day,
beginning at the leftmost edge of the timetable. The length of the time range bar will
equal the maximum shift length of the shift rule that applies to that timetable.

You can also change an existing time range bar into a time range bar of a different
type. For instance, in the Budget Maintenance window, you could change an
“Average” time range bar into a “Trainee” time range bar. You can do this by
dragging an item from the option list to a time range bar of a different type, or by
clicking an item in the option list and then double-clicking the time range bar you
want to change.
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Each item in an option list also displays the total time (in hours and minutes) that the
item spans on a timetable. For instance, in the Budget Maintenance window, if you
add three “Average” shifts to a timetable, each spanning six hours, then the
“Average” item in the option list will display a total of 18 hours (“18:00”).

Digital Dining
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Timetables
As we mentioned earlier, a timetable is a grid within a User maintenance window
that displays divisions of time. By editing the contents of a timetable, you can create,
organize, and record information regarding budgets, staff availabilities, and
schedules.
Each timetable represents a single week, each row represents one day of the week,
and each column represents one hour of a business day. Of course, the number of
hours in a business day varies from restaurant to restaurant. Therefore, the number of
hours per day that display in each timetable depends on how you define your
operating hours in the Digital Dining Setup program. Specifically, the Labor
Scheduling program determines the operating hours from the Time First Shift
Begins and Time Last Shift Ends boxes, located on the Times tab of the
Options window in the Setup program.

Once you add one or more time range bars to a timetable, you can modify them as
necessary, using either the mouse or the keyboard.
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Editing Timetables with a Mouse
Using the mouse, you can edit time range bars in many different ways. To modify
the range of a time range bar, click either end of the bar and drag it left or right.

To move an entire time range bar to a different location on the timetable, press
SHIFT and drag the time range bar to a new position.

To copy an existing time range bar, press CTRL and drag the time range bar to a new
position.

Note

To select more than one time range bar, press CTRL and click the time range bars
you wish to select.

Digital Dining

You can delete, lock, or unlock all selected time range bars on a
timetable by using the timetable shortcut menu (for more information,
see “Timetable shortcut menu” on page 26).
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Editing Timetables with a Keyboard
You can also use the keyboard to edit time range bars in many different ways. To
move an entire time range bar left or right within a row, select the time range bar and
press SHIFT + LEFT ARROW or SHIFT + RIGHT ARROW.

To move the right end of a time range bar, select the time range bar and press CTRL
+ LEFT ARROW or CTRL + RIGHT ARROW.

To move the left end of a time range bar, select the time range bar and press CTRL +
SHIFT + LEFT ARROW or CTRL + SHIFT + RIGHT ARROW.

Note

To remove a time range bar from a timetable, select the time range bar and select the
time range bar and then press the DELETE key.
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Pressing the DELETE key will only delete one time range bar at a time.
To delete more than one time range bar simultaneously, press CTRL+D
or click the Delete Selected command on the timetable shortcut menu
(for more information, see “Timetable shortcut menu” on page 26).
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Time Range area
Every maintenance window with a timetable also features a Time Range area,
located below the option list. The Time Range area includes a collection of
command buttons, lists, and boxes which allow you to add or edit time range bars in
a variety of ways, including adding more than one time range bar to a timetable
simultaneously.

The Time Range area includes a Start Day list, a Start Time box, a Finish Day
list, and a Finish Time box. These lists and boxes allow you to set the range of one
or more new time range bars or to edit the range of a single existing time range bar.

For instance, you might wish to add a single time range bar to a timetable, spanning
10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. on Monday. To do so, you would click New in the Time
Range area, select Mon (for “Monday”) in the Start Day list, type “10:00 am” in
the Start Time box, then select Mon again in the Finish Day list, then type “06:00
pm” in the Finish Time box, then click Apply. One time range bar will appear,
spanning 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. on Monday.
However, you could also add multiple time range bars to a timetable by selecting a
range of consecutive days in the Start Day and Finish Day lists. For instance, you
might wish to add five time range bars to a timetable, each spanning 10:00 A.M. to
6:00 P.M., on Monday through Friday. To do so, you would click New in the Time
Range area, select Mon (for “Monday”) in the Start Day list, type “10:00 am” in
the Start Time box, then select Fri (for “Friday”) in the Finish Day list, then type
“06:00 pm” in the Finish Time box, then click Apply. Five time range bars will
appear, each spanning 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday.

Digital Dining
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Timetable shortcut menu
Unlike most maintenance windows in the Digital Dining suite, maintenance windows
with timetables also feature a shortcut menu. To view the shortcut menu, point to a
timetable and click the right mouse button.

Fly-over Details command
Click Fly-over Details (or press CTRL+F1) to view the timetable in Fly-over
Details mode. If you point to a time range bar while in Fly-over Details mode, the
details of that time range bar will display in a yellow pop-up box. A time range bar’s
details include its description, its start and stop times, and its total hours.
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Overlap Mode submenu
The Overlap Mode submenu allows you to modify the timetable’s overlap mode
setting. By setting the overlap mode, you determine how the program behaves when
you add a time range bar that overlaps an existing time range bar. If you do not want
new time bars to supersede existing time bars, point to Overlap Mode and click
Keep Existing. If you want new time range bars to supersede existing time range
bars, point to Overlap Mode and click Keep New. The Overlap Mode submenu
only appears if you open the shortcut menu in the Staff Availability Maintenance
window.

Suppress Budget command
Click Suppress Budget to hide budget information in a timetable. This option is
only available within the Schedule Maintenance window.

Select All command
Click Select All (or press CTRL+A) to select all of the time range bars on a
timetable.

Unselect All command
Click Unselect All (or press CTRL+Y) to clear any selected time range bars on a
timetable.

Lock Selected command
Click Lock Selected (or press CTRL+L) to lock any selected time range bars on a
timetable. Once you lock a time range bar, you cannot edit or delete that time range
bar until you unlock it. This command can help you secure time range bars once they
no longer need editing and help prevent you from accidentally modifying them while
editing other time range bars.
Locked time range bars display with lighter color than unlocked time range bars. To
unlock a locked time range bar, click the Unlock Selected command.

Digital Dining
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Unlock Selected command
Click Unlock Selected (or press CTRL+U) to unlock any selected time range bars
on a timetable. Once you unlock a time range bar, you can edit or delete it as
necessary.

Delete Selected command
Click Delete (or press CTRL+D) to delete all selected time range bars within a
timetable.
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Setting Up the Labor Scheduling
Program
Overview
Before you begin setting up the Labor Scheduling program, we suggest that you read
“Labor Scheduling Basics” so that you have a better understanding of how the Labor
Scheduling program works.
In this chapter, we discuss the basic steps of setting up the Labor Scheduling
program. You will walk through a simple tutorial, in which you will perform the
following tasks:
 Create staff department, staff member, and rating level records (in the Back
Office program)
 Create a shift rule
 Create two labor posts
 Create a budget
 Create a new schedule
We describe these tasks in more detail in subsequent chapters.

Setting Up the Back Office Program
We designed the Labor Scheduling program to operate with the Back Office program
to help you manage your staff member records. Therefore, before you can create
certain files in the Labor Scheduling program (such as labor posts, budgets, and
schedules), you must first create certain files in the Back Office program (such as
staff departments, staff members, and staff member ratings).

Digital Dining
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For this tutorial, you will create several sample records in the Back Office program:
 One staff department (named “Server”)
 Two rating levels (named “Average” and “Trainee”)
 Two staff members (named “John Doe” and “Jeff Smith”)
Later in this tutorial, you will create records in the Labor Scheduling program that
you will associate with these sample files. After you finish this tutorial, you can
delete these files.

Opening the Back Office Program
As with most programs, you can open the Digital Dining programs from the Start
menu on the Taskbar. Once you open the Back Office program, you can create and
edit staff departments, staff members, and rating levels.

To Open the Back Office Program
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1

On the Taskbar, click Start and point to Programs.

2

Point to Digital Dining and then click Office.

3

In the Name box, type your Digital Dining access name.
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Press the TAB key and then type your password.

5

Click OK.

Note

4

Your System Administrator assigns passwords based upon your position
title. Access rights to the program are defined by position titles. For more
information, please refer to the Digital Dining Setup User’s Guide or
your System Administrator.

Staff Department Maintenance

Note

In this tutorial, you will create two sample staff member records, define their
availabilities, and add them to a sample schedule. However, before creating these
staff member records, you must first create a staff department and two rating levels.
You will create a staff department called “Server,” representing your primary server
department. Later in this tutorial, you will associate both of the sample staff member
records with this staff department, as well as two labor posts.

Digital Dining

If you already use the Digital Dining Back Office program, you (or your
dealer) have probably created your necessary staff departments.
Therefore, you might already have an active staff department called
“Server.” If so, you can skip the following procedures and go straight to
the next section, “Rating Level Maintenance” on page 32.
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To Create a Staff Department
1

On the Staff menu, point to Staff Setup and click Staff Departments.

2

Click Add.

3

In the Item Description box, type “Server”, then press the TAB key.

4

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.
OR

Click Exit to save the change(s) and close the current window.

Rating Level Maintenance
Now that you’ve created a Server staff department, you can create two sample rating
levels. Once you have created a rating level, you can associate staff member records
with it. By associating staff member records to different rating levels, you affect how
the staff members appear in several windows of the Labor Scheduling program. For
this tutorial, you will create two staff rating levels, named “Average” and “Trainee.”
Later in this tutorial, you will create two staff member records and associate each of
them with one of these rating levels.
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If you already use the Digital Dining Back Office program, you might
have already created rating levels named “Average” and “Trainee.” If so,
you do not need to rename or recreate them.

To Create Rating Levels
1

On the Staff menu, point to Staff Setup, and then click Staff Rating Levels.

2

Click Add.

3

In the Item Description box, type “Average”, then press the TAB key.

4

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.

5

In the Item Description box, type “Trainee”, then press the TAB key.

6

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.
OR

Digital Dining

Click Exit to save the change(s) and close the current window.
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Staff Member Maintenance
Now that you’ve created a staff department and two rating levels, you can create the
two sample staff member records. For this tutorial, you will create two staff member
records (one named “John Doe,” the other named “Jeff Smith”) and associate both of
them with the same staff department (“Server”). However, you will associate each of
them with a different rating level (one with “Average,” the other with “Trainee”).

To Create Staff Members
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1

On the Staff menu, click Staff Members.

2

Click Add, then type “John” in the First Name box, then type “Doe” in the
Last Name box, and then select the Active check box.

3

Click the Dept tab, then click Server in any of the Department ID lists, then
click Average in the corresponding Rating list.

4

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.

5

Click the Main tab, then type “Jeff” in the First Name box, and then type
“Smith” in the Last Name box, and then select the Active check box.

6

Click the Dept tab, then click Server in any of the Department ID lists, then
click Trainee in the corresponding Rating list

7

Click Exit to save the change(s) and close the current window.
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Now that you have created a staff department, two rating levels, and two staff
member records, you can proceed to the Labor Scheduling program. In the Labor
Scheduling program, you will create the following records:
 One shift rule
 Two labor posts
 One budget
 Two staff availabilities

Note

 One schedule
For this tutorial, we proceed as if the restaurant’s operating hours are
10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday. Thus, the images of
the Staff Availability, Budget, and Schedule Maintenance windows in
this manual display those operating hours. On your computer, however,
these windows will display whatever operating hours you have set in the
Digital Dining Setup program.

Opening the Labor Scheduling Program
As with most programs, you can open the Digital Dining programs from the Start
menu on the Taskbar. Once you open the Labor Scheduling program, you can create
and edit such records as labor posts, staff availabilities, budgets, and schedules.

To Open the Labor Scheduling Program

Digital Dining

1

On the Taskbar, click Start and point to Programs.

2

Point to Digital Dining and then click Labor.

3

In the Name box, type your Digital Dining access name.

4

Press the TAB key and then type your password.

5

Click OK.
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Shift Rule Maintenance
A shift rule is a set of parameters that you can associate with one or more labor
posts. By using shift rules, you can define minimum, maximum, and optimum shift
lengths, as well as control how and when staff members log in or out of the POS.
You must associate each labor post to a shift rule, so you should create your shift
rules before creating labor posts.
For this tutorial, you will create a single shift rule called “With Tips,” representing a
typical shift rule you might apply to labor posts within a server staff department.
Later in this tutorial, when you create your two labor posts, you will associate both
of them with this shift rule.

To Create a Shift Rule
1

On the Setup menu, click Shift Rules.

2

Click Add.

3

In the Item Description box, type “With Tips,” then press the TAB key.

4

In the Shift Length area, type “240” in the Minimum box, “600” in the
Maximum box, and “480” in the Optimum box.

5

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.
OR

Click Exit to save the change(s) and close the current window.

Labor Post Maintenance
Now that you’ve created a shift rule, you can create labor posts. A labor post is any
particular area or location where a staff member is stationed during a shift. By
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defining different labor posts, you can determine exactly where in your restaurant
you need to station staff members.
For this tutorial, you will create two labor posts, the first one called “Server_Main”
(to represent a main dining area), the second one called “Server_Patio” (to represent
a patio dining area). You will associate both of these labor posts with the “Server”
staff department that you created in the Back Office program and the “With Tips”
shift rule that you created in the Shift Rule Maintenance window.

To Create Labor Posts

Digital Dining

1

On the Setup menu, click Posts.

2

Click Add, then type “Server_Main” in the Item Description box, then press
the TAB key.

3

Click Server in the Staff Department list, and then click With Tips in the
Shift Rules list.

4

Click Save, then type “Server_Patio” in the Item Description box, then press
the TAB key.

5

Click Server in the Staff Department list, and then click With Tips in the
Shift Rules list.

6

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.
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Budget Maintenance
Now that you have created two labor posts, you can create a budget. A budget is a
week-long schedule of your predicted labor needs, detailing what staff you will need
at each post on each day of the week. You can estimate what labor you will need,
create a budget detailing your estimates, save the budget, and use it as a reference
when creating new work schedules.
For this tutorial, you will create a simple budget called “Standard Week,”
representing a budget you might create for a regular business week (rather than an
unusually busy or slow business week). You will create this budget in three phases:
 Create a budget.
 Add shifts to the Server_Main labor post.
 Add shifts to the Server_Patio labor post.
We include procedures for each of these three phases.

To Add a Budget
1

On the Labor menu, click Budgets.

2

If the Copy Data to New Budget check box is active and selected, clear it.

3

Click Add.

4

In the Item Description box, type “Standard Week”, then press the TAB key.

5

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.

You’ve just created a new budget, but the budget is currently empty. You now need
to add shifts to the budget. When creating a budget in an actual work environment,
you would typically add enough time range bars to represent all of the shifts needed
for each labor post on each day of the week. In this tutorial, you will only add time
range bars to the two labor posts you created earlier (Server_Main and Server_Patio).
You will add shifts to the Server_Main labor post first. You will add two “Average”
shifts to each day of the week (an opening shift and a closing shift), as well as three
opening shifts for trainees on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday mornings.

To Add Shifts to the Server_Main Labor Post
1
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Select Server_Main in the option list.
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2

Click New, then select Mon in the Start Day list, then type “10:00 am” in the
Start Time box, then select Sun in the Finish Day list, then type “06:00 pm”
in the Finish Time box.

3

Click Apply.
Seven time range bars (each labeled “Average”) will appear on the timetable,
spanning from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. on each day of the week.

4

Click New, then select Mon in the Start Day list, then type “02:00 pm” in the
Start Time box, then select Sun in the Finish Day list, then type “10:00 pm”
in the Finish Time box, then click Apply.
Seven time range bars (each labeled “Average”) will appear on the timetable,
spanning from 2:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. on each day of the week.

5

Click New, then select Mon in the Start Day list, then type “10:00 pm” in the
Start Time box, then select Wed in the Finish Day list, then type “06:00 pm”
in the Finish Time box, the click Apply.
Three time range bars (each labeled “Trainee”) will appear on the timetable,
spanning from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.

6

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.

You have just added shifts to your new budget, but only in the Server_Main labor
post. You can now add shifts to the Server_Patio labor post. Since the Server_Patio
labor post is only open from 11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. (Monday through Sunday), a
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single staff member can open and close in a single shift. Therefore, you will add one
“Average” shift to each day of the week.

To Add Shifts to the Server_Patio Labor Post
1

Select Server_Patio in the Labor Post list, then click New.

2

Select Mon in the Start Day list, then type “11:00 am” in the Start Time box,
then select Sun in the Finish Day list, then type “07:00 pm” in the Finish
Time box.

3

Click Apply.
Seven time range bars (each labeled “Average”) will appear on the timetable,
spanning from 11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. on each day of the week.

4

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.

Staff Availability Maintenance
You’ve created a budget, but you still can’t create schedules until you’ve defined
your staff member’s availability. By defining each staff member’s availability, you
record the availability of each staff member for each day of a standard work week,
detailing when they are or are not available to work, when they prefer to work, and
when they are promised to work.
For this tutorial, you will define the availabilities of John Doe and Jeff Smith, the
two staff members you created earlier in this tutorial. Jeff Smith is available to work
every day of the week, but he has a promised shift on Monday morning (10:00 A.M.
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to 6:00 P.M.). Jeff Smith is available to work every day except Tuesdays, and he has
no promised shifts. You will define their availabilities accordingly.

To Define John Doe’s Staff Availability
1

On the Labor menu, click Availability.

2

Click Find, select John Doe in the Find Staff Availability window, and click
OK.

3

Click Available in the option list, then click New.

4

Select Mon in the Start Day list, then type “10:00 am” in the Start Time box,
then select Sun in the Finish Day list, then type “10:00 pm” in the Finish
Time box.

5

Click Apply.

6

Click the time range bar spanning Tuesday, and then press DELETE.

7

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.
When you finish, John Doe’s staff availability record should appear as follows:

Digital Dining
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To Define Jeff Smith’s Staff Availability
1

Click Find, select Jeff Smith in the Find Staff Availability window, and click
OK.

2

Click Available in the option list, then click New.

3

Select Mon in the Start Day list, then type “10:00 am” in the Start Time box,
then select Sun in the Finish Day list, then type “10:00 pm” in the Finish
Time box.

4

Click Apply.

5

Click Promised in the option list and drag it to the “Available” time range bar
spanning Monday.

When you drop the Promised availability on the “Available” time range bar, it
will change into a “Promised” time range bar.
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6

Click the “Promised” time range bar spanning Monday and then shorten its time
range by pressing CTRL+LEFT ARROW until the time range spans 10:00 A.M.
to 6:00 P.M.

7

Click Save to save the change(s) and keep the current window open and active.
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When you finish, John Doe’s staff availability record should appear as follows:

New Schedule Maintenance
You have created a new budget and defined your staff members’ availabilities, so
you can now create a new schedule. When you create a new schedule, you can
incorporate an existing budget into the new schedule. Later, when you edit the
schedule in the Schedule Maintenance window, the budget information will display,
allowing you to reference it while editing the schedule.
For this tutorial, you will create a new schedule that incorporates the Standard Week
budget you created earlier. After you create this schedule, the Labor Scheduling
program will display the new schedule in the Schedule Maintenance window.
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To Create a New Schedule
1

On the Schedule menu, click Create New.

2

In the Incorporate the following budget set: list, click Standard Week.

3

Click Create.

Schedule Maintenance
When you create a new schedule in the New Schedule Maintenance window, the
Labor Scheduling program displays the new schedule immediately in the Schedule
Maintenance window. Each new schedule is effectively empty; after you create a
new schedule, you must edit it by adding or modifying time range bars representing
work shifts. The Schedule Maintenance window allows you to schedule staff
members to each labor post for each day of the week.
In this tutorial, you will examine the Schedule Maintenance window and how it
displays budget and staff availability information. The Schedule Maintenance
window features two tabs, the Posts tab and the Staff tab, that allow you to view or
edit the same schedule in two different ways. The Posts tab allows you to view,
add, or edit shifts scheduled to an individual labor post. The Staff tab allows you to
view, add, or edit shifts scheduled to an individual staff member. By reviewing labor
posts and staff members individually, you can verify that you’ve scheduled enough
shifts to each labor post and each staff member quickly and easily.
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Schedule Maintenance Window: Posts Tab
On the Posts tab of the Schedule Maintenance window, click Server_Main in the
Labor Post list, and then click Doe, John in the option list. The Schedule
Maintenance window should appear as follows:

Notice that the timetable features two sets of gray time range bars. The brown time
range bars represent the budget information from the Standard Week budget you
created earlier. When you select a labor post in the Labor Post list, the timetable
displays the budget information for that labor post.
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The gray time range bars represent the staff availability information of the selected
staff member, John Doe. When you select a staff member in the option list, the
timetable displays the availability information for that staff member.

Note the gray time range bar labeled “Unavailable” spanning the entire day of
Tuesday. When you defined John Doe’s availability in the Staff Availability
Maintenance window, you removed the time range bar from Tuesday because John
Doe was unavailable to work on Tuesdays. Later, when the program created this
schedule, it added John Doe’s availability information and represented the “empty”
Tuesday as an “Unavailable” time range bar.
Now click Smith, Jeff in the option list. The Schedule Maintenance window now
displays Jeff Smith’s availability information in the schedule. Note that Jeff Smith
already has one shift scheduled, from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. on Monday. When
you defined Jeff Smith’s availability in the Staff Availability Maintenance window,
you added a Promised time range bar representing a Monday morning shift. Later,
when the program created this schedule, it added Jeff Smith’s availability
information and also added the promised shift to the schedule automatically.
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Schedule Maintenance Window: Staff Tab
On the Staff tab of the Schedule Maintenance window, click Doe, John in the
Staff Member list, and then click Server_Main in the option list. The Schedule
Maintenance window should appear as follows:

The timetable on the Staff tab features one set of time range bars, representing the
availability of the selected staff member. As with the Posts tab, when you select a
staff member in the Staff Member list, the timetable displays the availability
information for that staff member.
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Now, on the Staff tab of the Schedule Maintenance window, click Smith, Jeff in
the Staff Member list, and then click Server_Main in the option list. Note that the
promised shift you added to Jeff Smith’s availability record appears on the timetable
as a light brown bar. Also note that the shift is already added to the schedule
automatically.
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Schedule Menu
Overview
The Schedule menu provides access to the maintenance windows that allow you to
create new schedules and edit existing schedules. Schedules differ from budgets and
staff availabilities because they are specific to particular dates. While you might
create budgets and staff availabilities that apply to more than one week, each
schedule you create applies to a single week only.

New Schedule Maintenance Window
The New Schedule Maintenance window allows you to create a new schedule for
any specified (future) week. You can create schedules that incorporate information
from any budget you have created in the Budget Maintenance window. You can also
create a new schedule by copying an existing schedule.

To create a new schedule, first select or type the date of the first day of the
appropriate week in the Create a new Schedule for the week beginning: date
box. The Labor Scheduling program names each schedule based on the date of the
first day of the week that the schedule spans. For example, if you type or select
“1/14/02” in the Create a new Schedule… date box, the Labor Scheduling
program will create a schedule spanning the week of January 14th to January 20th.
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The Labor Scheduling program will only allow you to select a date that falls on the
first day of a future (or current) work week. You cannot create a schedule for a week
that has already passed. You also cannot select a date that falls on any date other than
the first day of a workweek. The Labor Scheduling program determines the first date
and day of each workweek based on the settings on the Times tab of the Options
window in the Digital Dining Setup program.

You can also create a new schedule based on an existing schedule by clicking the
Copy from the following schedule: check box and then selecting the
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appropriate schedule in the accompanying list. When you copy an existing schedule,
the Labor Scheduling program will create a new schedule identical to the schedule
you selected (excluding any inactive staff members or labor posts).
You can also copy an existing schedule and include any budgets associated with that
existing schedule by clicking the Include the existing schedule check box. You
can only use this feature if you first click the Copy from the following
schedule: check box.
If you want to incorporate a budget into a new schedule, select a budget from the
Incorporate the following budget: list. This list includes any budgets you’ve
created in the Budget Maintenance window. If you select a budget and then create a
new schedule, the Labor Scheduling program will include the information from the
selected budget in the new schedule. Later, in the Schedule Maintenance window,
you can use that budget information as a reference while editing the new schedule. If
you want to create a new schedule without incorporating any budgets, click None. If
you select the Include the existing budgets check box (above), the
Incorporate the following budget list will be inactive.
Once you’re ready to create the new budget, click Create. After the Labor
Scheduling program creates the new schedule, it displays the new schedule in the
Schedule Maintenance window, where you can edit it.

Schedule Maintenance Window
The Schedule Maintenance window allows you to edit or delete the schedules you
create in the New Schedule Maintenance window. From the Schedule Maintenance
window, you can add, edit, or remove time range bars (each representing one shift)
from an existing schedule. You can also review all of the shifts scheduled to a single
labor post (in the Posts tab) or a single staff member (in the Staff tab) for that
given week.

Schedule Maintenance Window: Posts Tab
The Posts tab allows you to edit schedules by reviewing all of the shifts scheduled
to a specific labor post. The Posts tab features a timetable displaying all of the
shifts scheduled to a single labor post for the selected week. By reviewing each labor
post, you can verify that you’ve staffed each labor post adequately for the entire
week.
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Note

To edit a schedule, select a schedule from the Schedule list and then select a labor
post from the Labor Post list. When you select a labor post, the Staff Member
option list displays all of the staff members associated with that labor post’s staff
department, and the timetable displays all the shifts currently scheduled to that labor
post (if any). The timetable also displays the currently selected staff member’s
availability information (in gray bars), which you can use as a reference while
editing the schedule. To add shifts to a labor post, add time range bars from the Staff
Member option list to the timetable.
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If you add a “Promised” time range bar to a staff member’s availability
record in the Staff Availability Maintenance window before creating a
new schedule, the Labor Scheduling program will add that shift to the
new schedule automatically. You can still edit or delete the shift as
necessary.
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If you incorporated a budget into the schedule when creating it in the New Schedule
Maintenance window, the Labor Scheduling program will also display budget
information for the selected labor post (in brown bars). You can use this budget
information as a reference while editing the schedule (for more information, see
“New Schedule Maintenance Window” on page 49).

When you add time range bars to the timetable, the program gives each time range
bar a default length based on either the budget attached to the schedule or the
optimum shift length of the shift rule associated with the labor post. If you are
editing a schedule that includes budget information, then the budget information
displays in the timetable as brown time range bars. If you drag a staff member from
the Staff Member option list and drop it on a budget’s time range bar, the program
gives the staff member time range bar a time range matching the shift time range bar
in the budget. When editing a schedule that does not include budget information, if
you drag a staff member from the Staff Member option list and drop it in the
timetable, the program gives the staff member’s time range bar a time range equal to
the optimum shift length of the shift rule associated with labor post.

Schedule Maintenance Window: Staff Tab
The Staff tab allows you to edit schedules by reviewing all of the shifts scheduled to
a staff member. The Staff tab features a timetable, which displays all of the shifts
scheduled to a single staff member for that week. By reviewing each staff member,
you can verify that you’ve scheduled enough (but not too many) hours to each staff
member for the entire week.
After you have edited a schedule using the Posts tab, you can use the Staff tab to
fine-tune the schedule. You might need to fine-tune the schedule because you were
unable to see how you scheduled individual staff members on the Posts tab. For
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example, you might have scheduled a staff member to work two or three shifts back
to back simply because that staff member had the highest department ranking and
repeatedly appeared at the top of the Staff Member list. By fine-tuning the schedule
using the Staff tab, you can ensure that you have distributed shifts equally and
intelligently among your staff members.

To edit a schedule, select a schedule from the Schedule list, and then select a staff
member from the Staff Member list. (Staff members in the Labor Post option list
will appear highlighted by their rating level’s color code.) When you select a staff
member, the Labor Post option list displays all of the labor posts associated with
that staff member’s staff department, and the timetable displays all the shifts
currently scheduled to that staff member (if any). The timetable also displays that
staff member’s availability information (in brown bars), which you can use as a
reference while editing the schedule. To add shifts to a schedule, add time range bars
from the Labor Post option list to the timetable. Any shifts that you add on the
Staff tab will also appear on the Posts tab.
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Schedule Maintenance Window: Memo Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.
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Reports Menu
Overview
The Reports menu of the Labor Scheduling program contains two reports, which
you can use to print work schedules and to gather and analyze information about
schedules and labor budgets.

Using Reports
Every report in the Reports menu has two windows: a Reports window and a
Report Maintenance window. Most of the Reports windows are identical, but their
Report Maintenance windows are quite different. You can create and define your
reports in the Report Maintenance windows.

Reports Windows
You can preview and print a report from its Reports window, and you can preview
all of your reports of a particular type from the Reports window of that particular
type. For instance, you can preview or print any of your staff schedules from the
Staff Schedule Reports window.
Click Define to access the Report Maintenance window for this report, where you
can create new report definitions or edit existing report definitions. Click Print to
generate either a preview or a printed copy of the report, or click Exit to close the
Report window.
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Report list
This list contains all of the reports you have created for that group (for example, the
Report list of the Receipts Reports window will list all of your different receipts
reports). You can select the one you want to view, print, or edit.

Range list
This list contains different time periods, such as any day of the week, any month of
the year, the preceding pay period, and so on. If you want to set an irregular date
range, you can click Custom and then type the specific date range in the Date
Range boxes.

Date Range boxes
If you want to view a report with a specific date range, you can type the dates in the
two Date Range boxes or select them from the calendar boxes. For example, if you
want to view a Receipts Report for the months of June, July, and August, you would
to select
type “06/01/00” in the first box and “08/31/00” in the second box. Click
a date from each calendar box.

Print area
In the Print area, you can set the program to print your report or preview a report
before printing. You can preview a report by clicking the Preview option and then
clicking the Print command. The program will display a preview of the report,
which you can then print or save (that is, export as a file). You can print your report
without previewing it by clicking the Print option and then clicking the Print
command.
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Report Maintenance Windows
Every type of report (such as a schedule report) also has a Report Maintenance
window. You can define (that is, create) new reports from the Reports Maintenance
window. In a Report Maintenance window, you decide the format of a new report.
You also decide which records to include or exclude from the report and how to
organize the information. You must define all of your reports of a particular type
from the Reports Maintenance window of that type. For instance, you must define all
of your schedule reports in the Staff Schedule Report Maintenance window.
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Report Format list
Some of the reports are available in different formats, each producing a report with
different information and/or arrangement. Since different reports are available in
different formats, you should review the formats specific to the report you define.

Group By 1 list
You can control how the program organizes the information in a report by selecting a
grouping option from the Group By 1 list. The program will list each group
alphabetically and list all the items in that group together. For instance, if you are
defining a sales report and you select a grouping of Profit Center, the report will
list all the menu items sold in the first profit center together alphabetically. After that
group, the program will list all of the menu items in the next profit center
alphabetically:
Profit Center A
Menu Item A
Menu Item D
Profit Center B
Menu Item B
Menu Item C

Group By 2 list
Some of the Report Maintenance windows have two Group By lists (usually
labeled as Group By 1 and Group By 2). You can use the Group By 2 list to
group the data in a report by a second level. This list allows you to create subgroups
of items within groups. For instance, if you are defining a sales report and you select
a grouping of Profit Center and a subgrouping of Prep Type, the report will
group all the menu items sold in the same profit center together and then list those
items in subgroups by prep type:
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Profit Center A
Prep Type A
Menu Item A
Menu Item D
Prep Type B
Menu Item B
Menu Item C
Profit Center B
Prep Type A
Menu Item E
Menu Item G
Prep Type B
Menu Item F
Menu Item H
If you set the Group By 1 list to None, the Group By 2 list does not appear.

Optional Input list
If you select an optional input, the program will display a filter window for the
selected data each time you print or preview this report at the Reports window. For
instance, if you were defining a Staff Schedule Report, you could select an optional
input of Department. The next time you print this Staff Schedule Report at the
Staff Schedule Reports window, a filter window will open, allowing you to include
or exclude schedules from particular staff departments.
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You can also use some of the optional input settings to generate a report for a single
record. For instance, if you defined a Staff Schedule Report, you might select an
optional input of Server ID. The next time you print this Staff Schedule Report at
the Staff Schedule Reports window, a filter window will open, prompting you for a
server ID number. You could then type the ID number of the staff member whose
schedule information you wanted to view.

Default Range list
If you select a default range from this list, this default range will appear in the
Range list of the Report window. For instance, you could define a Staff Schedule
Report and select a default range of This Week. From then on, whenever you select
that report in the Staff Schedule Report window, the Range list defaults to This
Week. You can select a new range, if necessary.

Report Preview
You can preview any report by opening its Report window, selecting the report in the
Report list, clicking Preview, and then clicking Print. In the preview window, you
can choose to print or export (that is, save) the report. You can also choose to
enclose the report in an email message.

Report Preview Window
What can you expect to see in the preview report window? In the upper left hand
corner, you will see the date and time you previewed the report and the name of the
current operator; in the upper right hand corner, you will see the current page; in the
middle of the page under the report’s title, you will see the sort by option (for
example, Server ID or Profit Center) that you chose for this report. Below this, is the
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actual report, which gathers the information based on the definition you have
created.

Report Preview Toolbar

Note

When you click Preview, the program displays the report with a Print Preview
toolbar. The Print Preview toolbar allows you to manipulate the report: you can view
different pages, print, export, or enlarge the details of the report.

When you first open any multipage report, the “Page of Page area” will
display “1 of 1+”. If you move forward one page at a time, this area will
change to “2 of 2+” or “3 of 3+” and so on. You can quickly see how
many pages are in your report by clicking Go to Last Page.

Staff Schedule Report Window
Unlike the other Reports windows in the Reports menu, the Staff Schedule Reports
window features a text box that allows you to add or edit a message that will appear
at the bottom of the report. Any text message you have saved in the Notes tab of the
Staff Schedule Report Maintenance window will display in the The following text
will appear… box. To add or edit a message to a report, click the The following
text will appear… box and type your message.
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Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window
The Staff Schedule Report Maintenance window allows you to review and/or print
your staff schedules as reports. You can filter staff schedules based on staff member
ID, staff department, or labor post, allowing you to print schedules for individual
staff members or schedules for specific staff departments and labor posts.

Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab
On the Main tab, you determine the format of your new staff schedule, as well as
decide how the program organizes your schedule information. The Main tab also
allows you to filter receipt information by staff ID.
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Report Format list
You can select from two report formats. Each format produces a schedule with
different information and/or arrangement:
Report Format

Contains

With Hour Totals

A work schedule for the selected date range, featuring
total hours for each staff member or labor post.

Without Hour Totals

A work schedule for the selected date range, excluding
total hours for each staff member or labor post.

Group By list
You can control how the program organizes the information in your schedule by
selecting a grouping option from the Group By list. The program lists data
alphabetically by the grouping option you select. You can group your data by any of
the following criteria:
Post

Groups your schedule by the name of each labor post.

Staff ID

Groups your schedule by the name of each staff member.

Optional Input list
If you select an optional input, the program will display a filter window for the
selected data each time you print or preview this schedule at the Staff Schedule
Reports window. You can select one of the following optional input criteria:

Digital Dining

Department

Filters your schedule by the staff department, allowing you
to view or print a schedule for one or more specific staff
departments.

Post

Filters your schedule by labor post, allowing you to view or
print a schedule for one or more specific labor posts.

Staff ID

Filters your schedule by staff ID number, allowing you to
view or print a schedule for a single staff member.
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Default Range list
If you select a default range from this list, this default range will appear in the
Range list of the Staff Schedule Reports window.

Staff ID boxes
You can filter your schedules by typing a range of staff ID numbers in the Staff ID
boxes. For instance, if you type “100” in the first box and “200” in the second box,
the program will only include schedule information regarding staff members with
staff ID numbers between 100 and 200.

Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window: Dept Tab
The Dept tab features a filter that allows you to include or exclude schedule
information associated with specific staff departments, allowing you to view
schedules for particular staff departments. The program will only print schedule
information associated with staff departments in the Include list and will not print
any schedule information associated with staff departments in the Exclude list.

Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window: Post Tab
The Post tab features a filter that allows you to include or exclude schedule
information associated with specific labor posts, allowing you to view schedules for
particular labor posts. The program will only print schedule information associated
with labor posts in the Include list and will not print any schedule information
associated with labor posts in the Exclude list.

Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window: Notes Tab
The Notes tab features a text box that allows you to type a message that will appear
at the bottom of report when you print or preview it.

Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window: Memo Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
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inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.

Staff Schedule Report Examples
You can use Staff Schedules reports to print copies of schedules to post for
employees or schedules that summarize scheduled staffing by position. Digital
Dining provides two report formats for this report. You can customize how and what
reports show by defining reports (for more information, see “Staff Schedule Report
Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page 64).

Staff Schedule Report: With Hour Totals Format
You can change the report format by using the Report Format list on the Main tab
of the Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window. The With Hour Totals format
of the Staff Schedule Report allows you to generate a report that allows you to
analyze staffing by positions. For more information on what the columns of this
report contain or how to calculate their values, see “Staff Schedule Report
Examples” on page 67.

You can customize how and what reports show by defining reports (for more
information, see “Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page
64).
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Staff Schedule Report: Without Hour Totals Format
You can change the report format by using the Report Format list on the Main tab
of the Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window. The Without Hour Totals
format of the Staff Schedule Report allows you to generate a report that you can post
in a common area so that employees to check their schedules and positions. For more
information on what the columns of this report contain or how to calculate their
values, see “Staff Schedule Report Examples” on page 67.

You can customize how and what reports show by defining reports (for more
information, see “Staff Schedule Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page
64).

Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window
Expected Labor Reports allow you to examine payroll information about your staff
members and staff departments. Whereas Labor Reports help you to analyze payroll
history, Expected Labor Reports help you to analyze future labor needs and costs.
You can use them to compare information regarding hours worked, pay rates,
manager overhead, and total costs.
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Expected Labor Reports Window
The Expected Labor Reports window features the % Sales box, which allows you
to apply a percentage adjustment to the totals in an Expected Labor Report. You can
type a percentage amount in the % Sales box. When the program generates an
Expected Labor Report, the program multiplies all of the totals in the report by the
specified percentage.

For instance, if you type “50” in the % Sales box, the program will multiply the
total in the report by 50 percent. You can use the % Sales box to apply general
adjustments to a your expected sales. For instance, if you anticipate next week's
business will be slower than last weeks, you can apply a slight adjustment to the
report by typing, say, “80” in the % Sales box. The program multiplies the totals in
the report by 80 percent, resulting in slightly lower expected sales totals than the
previous week. However, if you anticipate slightly more business next week, you
might type “120” in the % Sales box, multiplying the totals in the report by 120
percent, resulting in slightly higher expected totals. The % Sales box's default
setting is “100”.

Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab
On the Main tab, you determine how the program organizes and sorts your records.
The Main tab also allows you to filter your staff information by staff ID, table
number, and the time of day.
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Format list
You can select from three report formats. Each format produces a schedule with
different information and/or arrangement:
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Report Format

Contains

Summary

A list of expected labor totals for each staff department,
including total hours, cost, and average hourly rate for regular,
overtime, and double-time hours. This report also includes the
total cost and total cost percentage for each staff department.

Consolidated
OT

A list of expected labor totals for each staff department, but with
overtime and double-time totals (hours and cost) combined. This
report also includes the total cost and total cost percentage for
each staff department, as well as total sales.

Expected vs
Actual

A list of expected labor totals compared with actual labor totals,
as well as the variance between the two, in actual totals and
percentages.

Time &
Attendance

A list of time and attendance transactions that occurred within
the specified date range, including the ID number and name of
the staff member associated with each transaction, the staff
member's department, the times the staff member clocked in and
clocked out, the total number of hours the staff member was
clocked in during that shift, the amount of tips (if any) declared
when the staff member clocked out, and any comments the staff
member included when clocking in or out.
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Group list
You can control how the program organizes the information in your schedule by
selecting a grouping option from the Group By list. The program lists data
alphabetically by the grouping option you select. You can group your data by any of
the following criteria:
Department Group

Groups your expected labor totals by the name of each
department group.

Department Type

Groups your expected labor totals by the name of each
department type.

Time Interval

Groups your expected labor totals by interval.

Subgroup list
You can group your data to a second level by selecting a subgrouping option from
the Subgroup list. The Subgroup list is identical to the Group list.

Default Range list
If you select a default range from this list, this default range will appear in the
Range list of the Expected Labor Reports window.

Staff ID boxes
You can filter your records by typing a range of staff ID numbers in the Staff ID
boxes. For instance, if you type "100" in the first box and "200" in the second box,
the program will only print information regarding staff members with staff ID
numbers between 100 and 200.

Table boxes
You can filter your records by typing a range of table numbers in the Table boxes.
For instance, if you type "5" in the first box and "20" in the second box, the program
will only print information regarding transactions performed at tables with table
number between 5 and 20.
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Time boxes
You can filter your records by typing a range in the Time boxes. For instance, if you
type "10:00" in the first box and "14:00" in the second box, the program will only
print information regarding transactions performed between 10:00 A.M. and 2:00
P.M. of each day within the chosen date range.

Interval box
You can enter a time interval by which the program will group the records in the
report. The program will group sales information from transactions by whatever
number of minutes you type in the Interval box. For instance, if you type “30”, the
program will collect information for transactions occurring within each 30-minute
interval of the specified time range. If you type a time range of “5:00” to “7:00” and
a time interval of “30”, the program will print a report with sales information in four
groups: transactions occurring from 5:00 to 5:30, from 5:30 to 6:00, from 6:00 to
6:30, and from 6:30 to 7:00.

Include in Report area
The Include in Report area allows you to include or exclude certain kinds of
transaction information from your report. To include information from cash sales
transactions in your report, click the Cash Sales check box. To include information
from discount transactions in your report, click the Discounts check box. To
include information from charges transactions in your report, click the Charges
check box. To include manager overhead information in your report, click the
Manager Overhead check box.

Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Dept Tab
The Dept tab features a filter that allows you to include or exclude transactions
associated with specific staff departments. The program will only print transactions
associated with staff departments in the Include list and will not print any
transactions associated with staff departments in the Exclude list.

Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Post Tab
The Post tab features a filter that allows you to include or exclude transactions
associated with specific labor posts. The program will only print transactions
associated with labor posts in the Include list and will not print any transactions
associated with labor posts in the Exclude list.
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Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Day Tab
The Day tab features a filter that allows you to include or exclude information from
transactions performed on specific days of the weeks. The program will only print
information from transactions performed on days of the week in the Include list and
will not print any information from transactions performed on days of the week in
the Exclude list.

Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Memo
Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.

Expected Labor Report Examples
You can use Labor reports to summarize labor cost (that is, staff costs as a
percentage of staff sales) by profit center, to summarize the labor costs of a staff
department, or to summarize the labor costs of a staff department group (for
example, front of the house, back of the house, or management). Digital Dining
provides two end-of-day (EOD) reports (you cannot modify the report definition for
EOD reports) and three report formats for this report. You can customize how and
what reports show by defining reports (for more information, see “Expected Labor
Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page 69).
What each column of the Labor report contains or how Digital Dining calculates the
column is some times not self evident:
The Cost column displays the value of each hours column (that is the Reg Hrs, OT
Hrs, or DT Hrs columns) multiplied by the average hourly rate (Av. Rate column)
plus any manager overhead (Mgr OH column).
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The Cost % column displays the value of the Labor Cost column divided by the
Total Sales.

The Labor Cost column displays the sum of all the other cost columns in the
report.
The Decl Tips column displays the dollar amount of tips that the employee
recorded while clocking out.

Expected Labor Report: Summary Format
You can change the report format by using the Report Format list on the Main tab
of the Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window. The Summary format of the
Expected Labor Report allows you to generate a report that provides a summary of
labor cost information for the date range or period you provide. You can use this
report to review your labor costs, calculated as a percentage of total sales. For more
information on what the columns of this report contain or how to calculate their
values, see “Expected Labor Report Examples” on page 73.
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You can customize how and what reports show by defining reports (for more
information, see “Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page
69).

Expected Labor Report: Consolidated OT Format
You can change the report format by using the Report Format list on the Main tab
of the Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window. The Consolidated OT
format of the Expected Labor Report allows you to generate a report that summarizes
labor cost information for the date range or period you provide. You can use this
report to review your labor costs, calculated as a percentage of total sales. For more
information on what the columns of this report contain or how to calculate their
values, see “Expected Labor Report Examples” on page 73.
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You can customize how and what reports show by defining reports (for more
information, see “Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page
69).

Expected Labor Report: Expected vs Actual Format
You can change the report format by using the Report Format list on the Main tab
of the Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window. The Expected vs Actual
format of the Expected Labor Report allows you to generate a report that compares
the expected labor (based on the schedules you create) to actual labor (based on the
staff members who have clocked in or clocked out) and displays the differences in
both hour totals and percentages. For more information on what the columns of this
report contain or how to calculate their values, see “Expected Labor Report
Examples” on page 73.
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You can customize how and what reports show by defining reports (for more
information, see “Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page
69).

Expected Labor Report: Time & Attendance
You can change the report format by using the Report Format list on the Main tab
of the Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window. The Time & Att format of the
Expected Labor Report allows you to generate a report that lists the details of every
clock in or clock out transaction for the date range or period you provide. For more
information on what the columns of this report contain or how to calculate their
values, see “Expected Labor Report Examples” on page 73.
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You can customize how and what reports show by defining reports (for more
information, see “Expected Labor Report Maintenance Window: Main Tab” on page
69).
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Labor Menu
Overview
The Labor menu allows you to access the Budget Maintenance window and the
Staff Availability Maintenance window. In the Budget Maintenance window, you
can define budgets, which detail how much labor you require for each labor post in a
general workweek. In the Staff Availability Maintenance window, you can define
staff availabilities, which detail your staff members’ availability to work within a
general workweek. After defining budgets and staff availabilities, you can create new
schedules in the New Schedule Maintenance window.

Budget Maintenance Window
The Budget Maintenance window allows you to create budgets, a schedule of your
predicted labor needs for each labor post on each day of a general week. By creating
budgets, you define how many shifts each labor post requires during the work week,
how long each shift should be, and what staff rating level each shift requires.
A budget contains a timetable for every labor post, and the Budget Maintenance
window allows you to view and edit a single labor post at a time. A complete budget
should include all of the necessary shifts for every labor post in a given week. For
instance, you might have a labor post (such as “Server_Patio”) that requires two
shifts (an opening shift and a closing shift) on a typical Monday. Therefore, you
could create a budget for a standard workweek and add two shifts to the Monday
row, one as an opening shift and the other as a closing shift. However, this labor post
may require more staff during busier days (such as Friday evenings). Therefore, you
might add three shifts to the Friday row, one as an opening shift and two as closing
shifts, to accommodate this busier period.
Once you create a budget in the Budget Maintenance window, you can then add that
budget’s information to a new schedule in the New Schedule Maintenance window.
Later, when you edit the new schedule, you can use the budget’s information as a
reference. By creating different budgets and attaching them to different schedules,
you can use different references while editing new schedules.
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For instance, you might create a budget for a typical work week (which you might
call “Standard”). You could then incorporate this budget when creating new
schedules in the New Schedule Maintenance window. However, some of the labor
posts in your restaurant might require additional staff during certain holiday seasons,
such as Spring Break. Therefore, you might create a new budget called “Spring
Break” to accommodate busier weeks during the Spring Break season. Later on,
when you create work schedules in the New Schedule Maintenance window, you can
use the “Standard” budget to create a schedule for a typical business week, or use the
“Spring Break” budget to create a schedule for a week during Spring Break.
You can also create a new budget that includes all of the information from an
existing budget. Click View and select the budget you want to copy. Then click the
Copy Data to New Budget check box and then click Add. The Labor Scheduling
program will copy all of the information in the existing budget and add it to the new
budget. You can then edit the new budget as necessary by adding, removing, or
modifying time range bars.

Budget Maintenance Window: Budget Tab
Using the Budget tab, you can edit a budget by adding, editing, or removing shifts
in each labor post. Each item in the Rating Level option list represents a different
staff rating level, and the Rating Level option list will include all of the rating
levels you’ve created in the Rating Level Maintenance window of the Back Office
program. You can define a budget by selecting a labor post from the Labor Post
list, selecting a rating level from the option list, and adding time range bars from the
Rating Level option list to the timetable.
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By adding different time range bars to a timetable, you can determine which staff
members you should or should not assign to certain labor posts or shifts. For
instance, you might associate new staff members with a staff rating level called
“Trainee.” When creating new budgets, you might not want to assign staff members
with a rating level of “Trainee” to certain labor posts during busy shifts. Therefore,
when you create a budget, you can add time range bars representing “non-trainee”
rating levels to any of your labor posts (or shifts), but add time range bars
representing the “Trainee” rating level only to labor posts (or shifts) suitable for
training new staff.
The items in the option list have different shades of a single color. The Labor
Scheduling program associates all of the items in the option list with whatever color
you’ve associated with the labor post. For instance, if you create a labor post named
“Server_Main,” associate it with the color yellow, open the Budget Maintenance
window, and then select Server_Main from the Labor Post list, all of the items in
the option list will be yellow.

While all of the items have the same color, each item has a different shade of that
color. The items at the top of the option list appear lightest, while the items at the
bottom of the list appear darkest. The Labor Scheduling program varies the shade of
each item to make them (and their associated time range bars) more distinguishable
from each other.
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You can modify the order in which rating levels display in the option list
by modifying the sort order of the rating levels in the Rating Level
Maintenance window of the Back Office program.

Budget Maintenance Window: Memo Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.

Staff Availability Maintenance Window
Using the Staff Availability Maintenance window, you can define the availability of
each staff member for each day of a standard work week, detailing when they are or
are not available to work, when they prefer to work, and when they are promised to
work. The Labor Scheduling program will display staff availability information in
the Schedule Maintenance window, allowing you to use this information as a
reference while editing new schedules.
Each staff member record you create in the Staff Member Maintenance window of
the Back Office program includes a staff availability record in the Staff Availability
Maintenance window. You cannot add or delete these staff availability records
directly; they are effectively part of each staff member’s record, so you can only add
or delete a staff availability record by adding or deleting its associated staff member
record.
The Find Active Only check box allows you to filter inactive staff member records
from the Find Staff Member window. If you click the Find Active Only check box
and then click Find, the program opens the Find Staff Records window and lists
only active staff member records (that is, staff members associated with an active
work status). If you clear the Find Active Only check box and then click Find, the
program opens the Find Staff Records window and lists both active and inactive staff
member records.
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Staff Availability Maintenance Window: Availability Tab
Using the Availability tab of the Staff Availability Maintenance window, you can
define when each staff member is available or unavailable to work during a typical
workweek. You can create a staff availability record by adding time range bars from
the Availability option list to a staff availability timetable.

The Availability option list contains three options, each representing an availability
type. You can add “Available” time range bars to designate when a staff member can
work. You can add “Preferred” time range bars to designate when a staff member
would prefer to work. You can add “Promised” time range bars to designate a shift
that you have promised to a staff member. For instance, if a staff member is available
to work anytime on Mondays, you could add one “Available” time range bar that
spans the entire length of Monday. However, if the staff member prefers to work
Monday morning shifts (say, 10 A.M to 6 P.M.) but can work anytime Monday, you
could add a “Preferred” time range bar spanning Monday, 10:00 A.M to 6:00 P.M.
and an “Available” time range bar spanning Monday, 6:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Later, when you create new schedules and view them in the Schedule Maintenance
window, the schedules will include each staff member’s availability information. If
you add a “Promised” shift to a staff member’s availability record and then create a
new schedule, the Labor Scheduling program will add that shift to the staff
member’s schedule automatically.
Each item in the option list has a different shade of blue. The items at the top of the
option list appear lightest, while the items at the bottom of the list appear darkest.
The Labor Scheduling program varies the shade of each item to make them (and
their associated time range bars) more distinguishable from each other.
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The Labor Scheduling program treats time range bars in the Staff
Availability Maintenance window like shifts associated with the Default
shift rule. Therefore, the program will not allow you to add a time range
bar that exceeds the maximum shift length of the Default shift rule. You
can modify the maximum shift length in the Shift Rules Maintenance
window.

Staff Availability Maintenance Window: Department Tab
The Department tab allows you to associate a staff member with one or more
rating levels. The Department tab of the Staff Availability Maintenance window is
identical to the Dept tab of the Staff Member Maintenance window (located in the
Back Office program) and displays all of the staff departments associated with that
staff member, as well as the hourly and overtime pay rate for each department and
the staff member’s rating level for each department. While you cannot edit a staff
member’s department information in the Department tab, you can edit a staff
member’s rating level for any staff department. To modify a staff member’s rating
level, select a rating from the appropriate Rating Level list (one per staff
department). Any rating levels that you have created in the Staff Rating Level
Maintenance window (in the Digital Dining Back Office program) appear in each
Rating Level list.
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Staff Availability Maintenance Window: Memo Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.
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Setup Menu
Overview
The Setup menu features several maintenance windows that allow you to create the
setup files you need to create budget periods and staff availabilities. Using these
windows, you can create and/or edit such records as labor posts and shift rules, as
well as modify the order in which weekdays appear in the timetables of the Budget
Maintenance and Schedule Maintenance windows. Once you create these records,
you can use them to define budget periods (in the Budget Period Maintenance
window) and staff availabilities (in the Staff Availability Maintenance window).

Labor Post Maintenance Window

Note

A labor post is a particular area or location in your restaurant where a staff member
is stationed. Using the Labor Post Maintenance window, you can create labor posts
for your restaurant and then budget or schedule staff members to work at each labor
post. By dividing your restaurant into separate labor posts, you can determine exactly
where in your restaurant you need to schedule staff members. For example, on the
busiest shift of the week, you might have the “Server” staff department working on
the Main Floor, the Mezzanine, and the Patio. Therefore, you could create a labor
post for each area (Server_Main, Server_Mezzanine, and Server_Patio). If you have
bartenders, bar backs, hosts, bussers, or expediters working in each area, then you
would create labor posts for them as well.

Digital Dining

We recommend that you develop labor posts based on the busiest shift of
the week for the busiest time of year so that you have each area of the
restaurant covered sufficiently.
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Labor Post Maintenance Window: Main Tab
Using the Main tab of the Labor Post Maintenance window, you can create up to 99
labor posts. When you enter a labor post name in the Item Description box, the
system captures the first eight characters of the description (including spaces) and
displays these characters in the Short Description box.

Staff Department list
To associate a labor post with a staff department, click a staff department from this
list. Any staff departments that you have created in the Staff Department
Maintenance window will appear in the Staff Department list.
If you do not see a staff department that you want to use for a particular labor post,
run the Digital Dining Back Office program, open the Staff Department Maintenance
window, and add a new staff department. After you save and close the Staff
Department Maintenance window, Digital Dining will make the new or modified
staff department available in the Staff Department list.

Shift Rules list
The Shift Rules list allows you to associate a labor post with a shift rule. After you
associate a labor post with a shift rule, the program will apply that shift rule to every
shift you add to that labor post in the Schedule Maintenance window (for more
information, see “Shift Rules Maintenance Window” on page 87).
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Any shift rules that you have created in the Shift Rules Maintenance window will
appear in the Shift Rules list. If you do not see a shift rule that you want to use for
a particular labor post, then you can double-click the “Shift Rules” label to open the
Shift Rules Maintenance window. With the Shift Rules Maintenance window open
and active, you can add or modify your shift rules. After you save and close the Shift
Rules Maintenance window, Digital Dining will make the new or modified shift rule
available in the Shift Rules list.

Apply to Budgets check box
If you click the Apply to Budgets check box, the program will apply the
parameters (specifically, the shift lengths) of the shift rule associated with this labor
post to any shifts you add in the Budget Maintenance. For instance, when you add a
shift (in the form of a time range bar) to a labor post, the program will determine
which shift rule is associated with that labor post and restrict you from setting a time
range shorter than the minimum shift length or longer than the maximum shift
length. Also, when you add time range bars to a budget by dragging an item from the
Rating Level option list to the timetable, the program will determine which shift
rule is associated with the labor post and use its optimum time range as the default
time range for the new time range bar.
If you clear the Apply to Budgets check box, the program will apply the
parameters of the Default shift rule to any shifts you add to this labor post in the
Budget Maintenance window (for more information, see “Shift Length in Minutes
area” on page 92).

Inactive check box

Note

Click the Inactive check box for labor posts that are currently unavailable or
unused. If you click this check box, the labor post will not appear in the Labor Post
list of the Budget Maintenance window.
While you can set a labor post as inactive, you cannot actually delete it.
To protect the integrity of historical schedule data, Digital Dining does
not delete labor post records.

Color Selections area
The Color Selections area allows you to associate each labor post with a color.
Later, when this labor post appears on the Staff tab of the Schedule Maintenance
window, the program will associate this labor post with that color.
Digital Dining
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Labor Post Maintenance Window: Memo Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.
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Shift Rules Maintenance Window
A shift rule is a set of parameters that apply to all of the shifts in a labor post. By
creating different shift rules, you can control how and when staff members log in or
out at the POS. You can use shift rules to control how early or late your staff
members can log in or out without a manager’s permission.
You can also use shift rules to define minimum, maximum, and optimum shift
lengths. Defining shift lengths can help you plan your schedules more efficiently
because some staff members might require more hours (on average) than others. For
instance, you might not need to schedule a server for a 40-hour week if you schedule
that server to work during busy hours. The server might earn less hourly, but
compensate for the fewer hours with more tips. However, your line cooks and
dishwashers cannot earn tips, so they probably require a 40-hour week to earn a
healthy paycheck. Therefore, you could create a “tipping” shift rule for labor posts
where staff members earn tips, and a “non-tipping” shift rule for labor posts where
staff members do not earn tips. You could then assign lower minimum and optimum
shift lengths for the “tipping” shift rule, and higher minimum and optimum shift
lengths for the “non-tipping” shift rule.
Since every labor post you create must be associated with a shift rule, the Labor
Scheduling program includes a “Default” shift rule. While you cannot delete or
rename the Default shift rule, you can change the settings. Therefore, you can
associate new labor posts to a customized Default shift rule or you can create new
shift rules for your labor posts.
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Shift Rules Maintenance Window: Main Tab
Using the Main tab of the Shift Rules Maintenance window, you can create up to
999 shift rules. When you enter a shift rule name in the Item Description box, the
system captures the first eight characters of the description (including spaces) and
displays these characters in the Short Description box.

Shift Length in Minutes area
In the Shift Length in Minutes area, you can define the minimum, maximum, and
optimum length of a shift. In the Minimum, Maximum, and Optimum boxes, type
the number of minutes that represent the minimum shift length, the maximum shift
length, and the optimum shift length.
By modifying shift lengths, you also modify the behavior of time range bars in the
Budget Maintenance and Schedule Maintenance windows. For instance, when you
add a shift to a labor post (either in a budget or a schedule), the program will
determine which shift rule is associated with that labor post and restrict you from
setting a time range shorter than the minimum shift length or longer than the
maximum shift length. Also, when you add time range bars to a schedule or budget
by dragging an item from an option list to a timetable, the program will determine
which shift rule is associated with that labor post and use the optimum time range as
the default time range for the new time range bar.

POS Clock Allowances area
The POS Clock Allowances area enables you to determine when staff members
can clock in or out of the POS before or after their scheduled times. You can set a
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range of time (before and/or after the clock in or clock out time) wherein staff
members are allowed to clock in or clock out of the POS. Later, if staff members try
to clock in or out of the POS outside of the time range you’ve set, the POS will
prompt them for a manager’s permission.

The POS Clock Allowances area includes a pair of Before boxes (the Clock In
Before box and the Clock Out Before box) and a pair of After boxes (the Clock
In After box and the Clock Out After box). You can type a time range (in
minutes) in any of the Before and After boxes. If a staff member tries to clock in
outside of the time range specified in the Clock In Before and Clock In After
boxes, the POS will require a manager’s password. Likewise, if a staff member tries
to clock out outside of the time range specified in the Clock Out Before and
Clock Out After boxes, the POS will require a manager’s password. For instance,
you might type “10” (representing ten minutes) in the Clock In Before box and “5”
(representing five minutes) in the Clock In After box. You might have a staff
member scheduled to clock in at 10:00. If that staff member tries to clock in before
9:50 (that is, more than ten minutes before the scheduled clock in time) or after
10:05 (that is, five minutes after the scheduled clock in time), the POS will require a
manager’s password.

The POS Clock Allowances area also includes a pair of Option check boxes (the
Clock In Option check box and the Clock Out Option check box). If you select
the Clock In Option check box, the POS will give staff members clocking in
before the specified time range a choice of options: the POS can clock them in at the
actual time (so long as they have a manager’s approval), or the POS can clock them
in at their scheduled time, regardless of the actual time they clock in. For instance,
you might set the Clock In Before box for five minutes and select the Clock In
Option check box. The previously mentioned staff member (scheduled to clock in at
10:00) might try to clock in at 9:52 (eight minutes early). In that scenario, the staff
member could either a) have the POS clock him in at 9:52 and have a manager
approve it, or b) have the POS clock him in at 10:00, rather than 9:52. If you select
the Clock Out Option check box, the POS will give staff members clocking out
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after the specified time range the option of clocking in at their actual time (with a
manager’s approval) or their scheduled time.

Shift Rules Maintenance Window: Memo Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.

Day Priority Maintenance Window
The Day Priority Maintenance window allows you to change the order in which days
of the week appear in the timetables of the Budget Maintenance and Schedule
Maintenance windows. You can rearrange the order of the days so that the more
important days appear at the top of each timetable.
For instance, if Fridays and Saturdays are your busiest days, you might want to move
them to the top of your budgets and schedules, so that you can review and edit them
more easily. If Mondays and Tuesdays are your slowest days, you might prefer to
lower them to the bottom of your budgets and schedules, since they are less critical.

Day Priority Maintenance Window: Main Tab
Using the Main tab of the Day Priority Maintenance window, you can change the
order in which days of the week display on the timetable of the New Schedule
Maintenance window. While you cannot add or delete days in the Day Priority
window, you can modify their Short Descriptions by clicking the Short
Description box and typing a new description. By modifying a day’s Short
Description, you modify how that day’s label appears on each timetable in the Labor
Scheduling program.
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To change the order of the days, click Sort to open the Reorganize Days window
and then drag the day that you want to be at the top of each timetable to the top of
the list.

Day Priority Maintenance Window: Memo Tab
Every maintenance window has a Memo tab, which is a large multiline, editable text
box. If you type more than one line of information in this field, the text will
automatically wrap to the next line, just as in most text and word processing
programs. You can use this tab to type comments about the current record or to
inform other management or staff members about the record. You can type up to
approximately 30 pages of text.
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